
NEW WEAPONS

KEL-TEC P-32

A backup pistol designed for last resort protection.  The Kel-

Tec is built with a minimum of parts, with a heavy-duty plastic

receiver including aluminum trigger assembly, and SAE4140

steel for the barrel and slide.  The receivers are molded in

black, green, and tan; the slides are manufactured in blued

steel.

This is one of the lightest and smallest handguns in production,

and the accuracy is surprisingly good.  Popular as a backup

gun with law enforcement and US civilians, the weapon has a

seven shot magazine...more than capable of handling an

emergency defense situation.  The recoil on the .32 caliber

version is stout, with strong muzzle flip; the .380 version is

controllable, but barely.  The .32 has a slide lock for the last round, but the .380 does not.  Neither has a

slide stop button, but the 9mm version of the gun – larger and less reliable – does.  (Pictured above.) 

Reliability on the P-32 and P-380 are also quite good.

PM S/R AMMO DC CLOS LONG CON JAM DRAW RL COST

0 2 7 D 0-2 6-12 -4 98+ +2 1 $300

-1 2 7 E 0-2 6-12 -4 96+ +2 1 $320

0 2 7 E 0-2 6-14 -3 96+ +2 1 $400

GAME INFORMATION:

The first row of statistics represents the .32 version of the Kel-Tec, the .380 is second, and he P-11/P-9 is

third.

Q Evaluation:

The Kel-Tec is an excellent self-defense or covert weapon.  Small, light, surprisingly accurate at close

ranges, and remarkably reliable, the .32 and .380 have been put in the field with our field operatives from

time to time.  CIA’s National Clandestine Service uses unregistered versions in their covert action teams. 

Q

EAA/TANFOGLIO WITNESS

The W itness system is based on the CZ-75 series of pistol. 

Manufactured in Brescia, Italy the EAA W itness (or Tanfoglio

TZ-75) is as accurate out of the box as many tuned competition

pistols.  They come in an array of calibers and the W itness

allows the barrel/slide/magazine to be swapped out from .22

long rifle, 9mm Parabellum or Makarov, .38 Super, .40 S&W ,

.45, and the powerful but rare 10mm.  The weapons come in all

steel or with a polymer frame (these cannot be swapped out.)

The handgun also comes in compact and match length

barrel/slides for concealed carry or competition.  It is especially

popular with the 10mm afficionados looking to recreate the Bren Ten handgun of the 1980s (which was

also based on the CZ-75.)



 EAA/TANFOGLIO WITNESS (cont.)

PM S/R AMMO DC CLOS LONG CON JAM DRAW RL COST

+1 3 15 F 0-4 10-18 +1 98+ 0 1 $350

+1 2 15 G 0-4 10-19 +1 98+ 0 1 $400

0 2 10 F 0-4 10-18 +1 98+ 0 1 $400

+1 2 15 H 0-4 10-18 +1 97+ 0 1 $600

GAME INFORMATION:

The first row of statistics represents the 9mm W itness.  The second row represents .40S&W  and .38

Super (.38 Super halves armor protection ratings.)  The third ratings are for .45ACP, and the last is for

10mm.  The .45 gains a -2EF to pain resistance for victims of the round.

Q Evaluation:

The TZ-75 is a good, cheap weapons platform.  The Italians use these cheap and plentiful weapons for

covert action, since the barrel and slide can quickly be changed out, removing forensics evidence that

could link the agent to a “sanction.”  Americans love the 10mm version of the handgun.  Q

WALTHER PPS 9mm

The new W alther PPS was first released in 2007 and is directed

at the same market as their famed PPK – covert action or

concealed carry.  The 9mm pistol is one of the thinnest on the

market and is only 6" long, with a polymer receiver and different

magazines giving the gun between 6 and 8 rounds in the

magazine.  Along with the customizable handles, the magazine

creates different handle geometries for the shooter.  The action

of the weapon is the same partially cocked striker system the

P99 uses.  It comes in 9mm and .40 S&W .

The PPS is molded in black, green, and the awful desert tan.

PM S/R AMMO DC CLOS LONG CON JAM DRAW RL COST

0 2 6 E 0-2 6-14 -3 98+ +2 1 $700

0 2 6 E 0-3 6-15 -3 98+ +2 1 $700

GAME INFORMATION:

The first row of statistics represents the PPS 9mm, the .40 is second.  W ith the 7 or 8 round magazines,

the gun’s CON changes to -2.

Q Evaluation:

The PPS is the new covert weapon for SIS.  The P99 is still carried by several of the 00 section, but more

agents are using that weapon only for situations where combat is expected.  The PPS is small enough to

be issued in situations where conflict is possible, but not expected.  002 quickly adopted the weapon for

use in the field.  Q



CZ-75/CZ-85 9mm

The CZ-75 is a handgun designed to combine the best

elements of the Browning High-Power 9mm and the Colt 1911. 

The grip angle is the same as both weapons, but the cross-

section is closer to that of the 1911, while retaining the double

stack 9mm magazine of the former.  The slide rests inside the

frame of the handgun, giving the action incredible strength and

keeping the line of the barrel close to the user’s hand, lowering

recoil.  The handgun is widely used by European law

enforcement and is popular in the field with certain intelligence

agencies.

The CZ-85 is a fully ambidextrous version of the handgun.  Both

are highly accurate and very reliable.

PM S/R AMMO DC CLOS LONG CON JAM DRAW RL COST

+1 3 16 F 0-4 10-18 +1 99+ 0 1 $350

Q Evaluation: Although the company advertised the handgun as one of the most widely used platforms in

the military and law enforcement world, the claim is spurious.  That said, the CZ-75 is one of the finest

combat handguns we’ve ever seen.  Several of our agents have used them in the Eastern Bloc, in the

past.  They are still popular with police in places throughout Europe.  Q


